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MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF A VASCULAR SELF-HEALING CEMENTITIOUS MATERIAL SYSTEM 
UNDER VARYING LOADING CONDITIONS 

Selvarajoo T, Davies RE, Freeman BL and Jefferson AD 

 

ABSTRACT 

The paper presents results from two groups of experimental tests on a pressurised vascular self-healing 
cementitious material system, in which low viscosity cyanoacrylate was employed as the healing-agent. The 
first group comprised three series of tests on plain concrete notched prismatic beams. These tests examined 
the effects on the mechanical response of varying the healing period, the rate of loading and the healing-
agent pressure. The second group involved two series of direct tension tests on doubly notched prismatic 
specimens, each of which had a different crack opening displacement during the healing period. In this 
second group of tests, healing was allowed to take place in cracks that were held stationary for a period of 
time, with the degree of mechanical healing being measured for different healing periods. The paper also 
presents a simplified damage-healing model that is used to interpret the test results and to bring clarity to 
the indices used to evaluate the degree of healing. The tests were designed to provide new data on 
simultaneous damage-healing behaviour as well as on the effects of varying pressure, static healing periods 
and cracking configurations on the mechanical response of this self-healing cementitious material (SHCM) 
system. These data have been used to guide the development of a new numerical model for SHCMs 
(reported elsewhere) and should be useful to others who are developing design procedures and/or 
computational models for similar material systems. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents the results from a series of tests on an autonomic self-healing cementitious material 
(SHCM) system. The main motive for exploring such self-healing (SH) systems lies in the need to improve the 
durability of structures formed from cementitious materials [1], as elucidated in a number of recent review 
papers [2–4]. Much previous work on SHCMs has focussed on concrete, although SH systems have also been 
successfully applied to other cementitious materials such as mortar [5–7], fibre reinforced concrete [5,8] and 
engineered cementitious composites (ECCs) [9]. 

The efficacy of cementitious SH systems that employ autonomic healing-agents has been demonstrated in a 
number of studies over the past 25 years (e.g. [6,10–14]). A range of healing-agents have been employed in 
these systems, including; cyanoacrylate (CA), that polymerises upon contact with moisture within the 
cementitious matrix [6,9,15,16]; sodium silicate, which reacts with the Portlandite in the cementitious matrix 
[11,17–20]; polyurethane (PU) that has been applied as a doubly encapsulated two-component agent 
comprising a prepolymer and accelerator [21–23] and as a single component agent [23–26]; methyl 
methacrylate (MMA), which was originally employed in a three-component system by Dry and McMillan [27] 
but which was later developed by Van Tittelboom et al. [28] as a two-component system that used 
compounds of MMA monomer with an initiator and MMA with an activator; as well as epoxy resins, which 
have been tested in a doubly encapsulated two-part system [29] but which have also been tested as a singly 
encapsulated compound (CAP) with a dispersed hardener or with functionalised silica nanoparticles [30,31]. 

There are considerable differences in the way that these agents interact and form bonds with the 
cementitious matrix. Low viscosity autonomic agents, such as CA, have been shown to permeate into the 
micro-cracked zone adjacent to a macro-crack as well as to fill the crack itself. The agent forms chemical 
bonds with the cementitious matrix and -in the micro-cracked zone- forms a cementitious-polymer 
composite which is significantly stronger than the virgin cementitious matrix [6]. By contrast, there are other 
agents that react with the cementitious products of the matrix; for example, sodium silicate solution (SSS) 
reacts with calcium hydroxide (CH) to form a Calcium Silicate Hydrate (C-S-H) gel within cracks [11,17-20], 
which then develops bonds with the surrounding material. The latter process (SSS) is considerably slower 
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than the former (CA) but has the advantage that the bonding material is naturally compatible with the 
concrete or mortar. 

The methods used to deliver healing-agents to micro-cracked or macro-cracked regions of the cementitious 
matrix may be broadly categorised as encapsulation-based systems and vascular-based systems. The former 
encompasses systems that use micro-capsules [32–36], glass and ceramic macro-capsules [6,9,21–24,37,38], 
cementitious hollow tubes [39], hollow fibres [9,40] and polymeric tubes [14]. In the latter category, vascular 
channels are created by either casting breakable tubes into the cementitious matrix [6,15,41], embedding 
cementitious tubular channels [13], casting and then removing metal rods [42] or flexible polymer tubes 
[43], or embedding 3D printed vascular networks [13]. 

The majority of the above delivery systems rely on capillary forces to draw the healing-agents into cracks 
[2,5] but some investigators have pressurised vascular networks to promote the flow and delivery of the 
healing-agent [44]. Another mechanism for boosting healing-agent transport is to employ healing-agents 
that foam [13,21]. 

Much fuller accounts of previous work on autonomic cementitious self-healing material systems have been 
provided in a number of review articles [2,4,5,45,46]. 

The effectiveness of the above self-healing material systems has been evaluated using a range of different 
test methods and imaging techniques [45]. Amongst these, the most widely-used method for evaluating the 
degree of mechanical healing is to employ beam specimens under either three point (e.g. [6,12,47]) or four-
point loading (e.g. [9,24,48]). The majority of four-point tests have been applied to fibre reinforced self-
healing materials and used to explore the healing of distributed micro-cracks, whereas notched three-point 
tests have more frequently been applied to autonomic systems in unreinforced specimens [45]. 

Very few investigators have employed direct tension tests to investigate mechanical healing in unreinforced 
specimens due to the difficulty of controlling such tests. An exception to this is the work of Gilabert et al. 
[23] who conducted direct tension tests on assembled concrete specimens, which had tubes of PU crossing a 
preformed planar opening. Gilabert et al.’s work evaluated healing indices, but their testing arrangement 
was not designed to achieve stable post-peak responses. Direct tension tests have been used by others to 
investigate the change in flow properties due to healing in fibre reinforced materials, for which the post-
peak responses tend to be more stable [45]. 

Compression tests on cementitious material specimens, that produce a diffuse array of micro-cracks, have 
been used to evaluate healing but this type of test has most frequently been applied to weaker materials, 
including a biomimetic Portland cement mortar [49] and a range of lime mortars [7]. 

Increasing use has been made of imaging techniques to explore internal crack patterns and the morphology 
of healed zones of material (e.g. [20,24,45,49]). These imaging techniques can provide considerable insight 
into the behaviour of healing systems, but they have not yet been applied to capture real-time damage and 
healing processes. 

A fuller review of characterisation and imaging techniques applied to self-healing cementitious materials has 
been provided by Ferrara et al. [45]. 

Most of the work referred to above has been aimed at proving the efficacy and/or characterising the 
properties of SH systems. Much less experimental work has been directed towards the specific requirements 
of design and numerical models for a range of loading scenarios [3,45]. The lack of a comprehensive data set 
for any one autonomic healing system became evident to the authors whilst writing a review of numerical 
models for self-healing cementitious materials [3] and during the development of the new numerical model 
described in Reference [50]. Thus, the aim of the present research programme was to gather a consistent 
new set of data on healing-agent transport, curing and mechanical healing for a range of loading rates that 
could be used to develop numerical and design models for autonomic self-healing cementitious material 
systems.  

The specific objectives of the present programme of work were, for a selected autonomic self-healing 
system, to (i) characterise the flow and curing properties, (ii) understand the healing mechanisms, (iii) 
quantify transient healing behaviour under different loading conditions, (iv) evaluate the benefits of 
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pressurising the healing agent and (v) bring clarity to be meaning of healing indices by relating them to a 
damage-healing model. The work on flow and curing properties is reported in a linked paper [51], with key 
results being summarised in Appendix B of this paper.  The results of the experiments and theoretical studies 
that address objectives (ii) to (v) are reported in this paper. 

The self-healing system selected for this study used cyanoacrylate as the healing agent and channels cast 
into the cementitious matrix for the delivery of the agent. This system has already been shown to give 
significant healing in relatively short time periods [6,43,44] and was thus considered suitable for the current 
testing programme. It is emphasised that the aim of the work was not to prove the efficacy of this system, 
which has already been done, but to address the above aim and individual objectives. 

The structure of the remainder of this paper is as follows; 
 Section 2 describes the selected self-healing system and gives details of the materials used in the 

study; 
 Section 3 describes the experimental programme, gives details of the experimental procedures and 

describes the testing arrangements; 
 Section 4 presents a one-dimensional damage-healing model that is used to help interpret the 

experimental data and to clarify the meaning of certain healing indices; 
 Section 5 presents the experimental results, along with some discussion and specific conclusions 

from each group of tests; 
 Section 6 draws some overall conclusions from the study. 

 

2. VASCULAR SYSTEM AND MATERIALS 

2.1 Vascular healing system 
A vascular system was selected because it allows the healing-agent to be externally pressurised and because 
the supply of agent can be carefully controlled. The generic vascular healing system used for the present 
experimental programme is illustrated in Fig. 1. The flow channels shown in the figure were formed using the 
method proposed by Davies et al. [43,44], which involves casting 4mm diameter flexible polyurethane 
terephthalate (PET) tubes into the specimens and subsequently removing them when the concrete has cured 
for one day. 

 
Fig.  1. Generic autonomic healing system 

2.2 Materials 

2.2.1 Healing-agent 
Cyanoacrylate (CA) [52] was chosen as the healing-agent because it heals cracks with openings from 0.1 to 
0.5mm in a period of seconds or minutes [6], with the time depending on the crack opening (i.e. the 
thickness of the adhesive layer) [53]. This choice facilitated the relatively large experimental programme of 
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work because damage-healing behaviour could be captured in experiments that had durations of minutes (1 
to 10 mins). Fast-acting agents, such as CA, have been explored by several investigators [6,9,15,16,27]. They 
are applicable to structures subject to significant dynamic loading, such as coastal, offshore and bridge 
structures. Such situations require a fast-acting agent because cracks can open and close many times within 
the curing period of a slower-acting agent (e.g. sodium silicate) [54,55]. The associated disturbance of a body 
of slow-acting healing-agent would prevent stable bonds from forming and healing from taking place. 

The properties of the CA used in this study [51,52] are given in Table 1. 
 
     Table 1. CA properties 𝛾 

(N/m) 
𝜌  

(kg/m3) 
𝜇 

(Ns/m2) 
s 

(rad) 
fCA 

N/mm2 
0.034 1060 0.004 0.175 21 

Notes:   is the surface tension, h is the density,  is the viscosity, s is the static contact angle and fCA is the tensile strength of CA. 

 

More information on the flow and curing properties of the CA used in this study are given in the linked paper 
[51], the key parameters and models from which are given in Appendix B.    

The fact that the tensile strength of CA is greater than that of the concrete for this study means that healed 
strengths were not governed by the tensile strength of CA. 

The use of CA in unsealed structural members in buildings would cause some health and safety concerns 
because it is highly reactive and bonds human skin; however, the aim of this work is not to prove the 
practicability or sustainability of CA as a healing agent but to provide data that can be used to develop design 
and analysis models for autonomic healing systems. 

2.2.2 Concrete and curing regime 
The mix properties of the concrete used to form all cementitious specimens are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Concrete mix properties 
Cement type Ordinary Portland Cement (CEM II/A-L 32, 5R) 
Coarse aggregate type Crushed limestone 
Fine aggregate type Crushed marine sand with limestone 
Mix proportions 470 kg/m3: 986 kg/m3: 728 kg/m3: 216 kg/m3 (cement: coarse aggregate: fine 

aggregate: water) with a maximum aggregate size of 10mm 
 

A slump test was undertaken for every batch of concrete prepared for the tests reported in this paper. In 
addition, three cubes and three cylinders were cast and then tested on the same day as the main test 
specimens i.e. at an age of 8 days (see the curing regime below). The mean and CoV values given below are 
based on all of these tests. 

 

Table 3.  Plastic and hardened concrete properties 
Property Mean CoV 

% 
Slump 1 120 (mm) 6 

fcu  39.4 (N/mm2) 5.2 
fcyl  3.4 (N/mm2) 10.2 

Notes:  the slump tests were in accordance with BS EN 12350-2:2009: fcu = concrete compressive cube strength measured using 
100mm specimens ; fcyl = concrete cylinder splitting strength measured using 100x200mm (diameter x height) specimens.  

 
It is generally accepted that the true tensile strength (ft) is approximately 0.85 fcyl, (i.e. ft = 0.85 fcyl) and the 
true uniaxial strength (fc) is approximately 0.8 fcu (i.e. fc = 0.8 fcu) [56]. 
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All specimens were cast, demoulded after 1 day, immersed in water for 5 days, oven dried at 90°C for 1 day 
and then allowed to cool at room temperature for one further day prior to testing. 

A nominal specimen age of eight days was chosen to facilitate the large testing programme and because 
neither the absolute strength of the specimens nor the degree of hydration of the concrete was critical to 
establishing the autonomic self-healing characteristics. In addition, concrete is normally loaded and 
experiences its first cracking when it is few days old. Therefore, for the present work, it was inappropriate to 
use the customary 28 days of curing. 

An oven temperature of 90oC was selected to remove most of the capillary water. At this temperature, little 
or no thermal damage would be expected [57] and any minor changes that this heating caused to the 
structure of the cementitious matrix would not have significantly affected the damage-healing responses. 
The main reason for drying the specimens was to minimise any potential interaction between the CA self-
healing-agent and any excess capillary water, and thereby provide a uniform environment for CA curing 
within the cementitious matrix. The raised temperature would also have caused an increase the hydration 
rate during the heating period, since it is known that this rate increases with the temperature of the curing 
environment [58].  

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME 

3.1 Summary of tests 
The present experimental programme comprised two groups of tests; (i) flexural tests on unreinforced 
notched prismatic beam specimens of size 75x75x255mm; and (ii) direct tension tests on unreinforced 
notched 100mm cube specimens. Multiple tests series were undertaken in each of these groups, each of 
which had a different set of test parameters, as summarised in Table 4. In addition to the tests shown in 
Table 4, three control specimens (specimens with empty channels), three (100mm) cubes and three (100-
200mm) cylinders were cast and tested for each concrete batch. 

All specimens were loaded under displacement control using feedback from the crack mouth opening 
displacement clip gauge (CMOD CG) (See Figs 3 to 5). In addition, the vertical displacements for all beam 
tests were recorded using an LVDT mounted on an aluminium angle bracket (See Fig. 3). An LVDT was also 
mounted on the DT specimens, as shown in Figs. 5a and b. 

The same agent supply procedure was used for all specimens that contained CA healing-agent, which 
allowed the CA to be supplied at either atmospheric or at an elevated pressure. The latter was supplied using 
a pressurised airline and a pressure regulator (SMC IR3000 - 03BG - R). 

The steel moulds and 4mm diameter removable PET tubes used to form the flow channels are shown for the 
beam and DT cube specimens in Figs. 2a and 2b respectively. The u-shaped profile required for the DT tests 
(see also Figure 5) was formed by threading a 1mm diameter welding rod through each PET tube and then 
bending it to the required shape. It was found that the PET tubes could be pulled out by hand with relatively 
little effort when the specimens were demoulded, one day after casting. 6mm diameter PET healing-agent 
supply tubes were added to each specimen after casting, as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 5. 

In two of the test series (SF1-SF3 and DT1-DT2), the primary cracks were held stationary for a fixed healing 
period. In these tests, the healing-agent supply was not activated until the start of the healing period and 
was stopped at the end of the healing period.  By contrast, in the tests with continuously varying crack 
opening displacements (SO1-SO3 and SP1-SP3), the healing-agent supply was activated at the start of each 
test and maintained until the end of each test. 
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Table 4. Summary of experiments 
Group Series 

and set  
Description  No. of SH 

specimens 
per set 

Size of 
specimens 

(mm) 

CMOD/
LVDT 
rate 

(mm/s) 

CA supply 
Pressure 

(bar) 

Healing 
period 

(secs) 

CMOD 
during 
healing 

(mm) 

Max 
CMOD 

(mm) 

 SF1 

SF2 

SF3 

 

Fixed crack 
healing period 

tests on notched 
specimens under 
3-point loading  

12 75x75x255 Gradual 
(0.0002 

to 
0.001) 

01 120 

300 

600 

 

0.15 0.5 

 

1 

SO1 

SO2 

SO3 

SO4 

Variable crack 
opening rate 

tests on notched 
specimens under 
3-point bending  

12 75x75x255 0.0002 

0.0005 

0.001 

0.002 

0.5 Variable Variable 0.3 

 SP1 

SP2 

SP3 

SP4 

Variable CA 
pressure on 

notched 
specimens under 
3-point loading  

12 75x75x255 0.001 0 

0.1 

0.3 

0.5 

Variable Variable 0.3 

 

 

2 

DT1_1 

DT1_2 

DT1_3 

Direct tension 
tests on notched 
cube specimens 

with fixed healing 
periods 

18 100x100x100 0.0001 0.5 0 

300 

600 

0.1 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

DT2_1 

DT2_2 

DT2_3 

0 

300 

1200 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.3 

1 No external pressure was applied to the healing-agent in these tests but an initial (relatively low) pressure (above atmospheric) was 
created by the head of CA in the supply tubes, which was approximately 200mm. 

 
Fig.  2. Moulds for (a) beam and (b) direct-tension test cube specimens, showing PET tubes used to form flow channels 

 

3.2 Group 1. Flexural tests on notched prismatic concrete beams  
The aim of the Group 1 test series was to explore the interaction between cracking and healing under 
different loading and healing-agent supply scenarios. The test setup used for the experiments in this group is 
illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 and details of each series are supplied below. 
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The fixed crack healing period (SF1-SF3) tests measured the degree of healing in specimens that contained a 
single stationary macro-crack. Each of these flexural cracks was formed before the healing-agent was 
released and then the beams were held at a fixed crack opening displacement for a selected period of time 
(see Table 4) prior to being loaded to failure. The same supply pressure and fixed crack opening 
displacement was used for all three test sets in this series.  

The varying crack opening rate (SO1-SO4) test series measured the response of the notched prismatic beams 
to continuous loading. In these tests the rate of loading was controlled so that a constant crack mouth 
opening displacement (CMOD) rate was maintained. After some trial tests, a range of rates was selected that 
ensured that the cracking and healing processes overlapped (see Table 4). The same supply pressure was 
used for all of these tests. 

The varying CA supply pressure test series (SP1-SP4) aimed to find the optimum delivery pressure for the 
current system. The specimens in this series were all loaded at the same constant CMOD rate, but the supply 
pressure was varied between the test sets from 0 to 1 bar (see Table 4 for the exact values).  

The results of all Group 1 tests are presented in Section 5.1. 

 
Fig.  3. General arrangement of beam specimens 

 

 
Fig.  4. Annotated photographs of the beam specimens in the testing rig 
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3.3 Group 2. Direct tension tests using 100mm notched cube specimens 
The direct tension tests (DT1-DT2) were undertaken to find out if the characteristic healing behaviour 
exhibited in the tapering beam cracks would be replicated in a horizontal crack of (nominally) uniform 
opening. A further aim of the DT test series was to measure how the healing response changed with the 
crack opening displacement. 

The difficultly of achieving consistent results from direct tension tests that capture stable softening 
behaviour has been discussed by a number of authors [59-61]. This difficulty is compounded when a static 
healing phase is introduced into the test [45]. The present authors undertook many trials, as explained in 
Selvarajoo [62], before a consistent set of test data was obtained for self-healing specimens loaded in direct 
tension. 

The shape of the specimens, depth of the notches and the testing procedure used for this test series were 
guided by the work of Jacobsen et al. [61]. The cube shaped specimen with deep notches was preferred over 
a dog-bone shaped specimen because the former provided certainty on where the macro-crack would occur 
and ensured that a single macro-crack formed across each specimen. This meant that the LVDT and clip 
gauge would always capture the crack opening displacement and this set-up also guaranteed that healing 
agent was delivered to a single primary crack in a known location. 

As noted by previous investigators [59-61], it is important to use a relatively stiff testing rig. The specimens 
were bonded to the pre-mounted 50mm thick steel loading plates with a two-part epoxy adhesive. To 
facilitate the formation of a good bond, a compressive force of 0.25kN was applied to the specimen 
immediately after the glue had been applied to the surfaces and the specimen had been placed in the rig. 
This load was maintained for a period of approximately 6 hours. 

The overall experimental arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows that three channels were used to 
deliver healing-agent to the crack. Two crack openings were used, and three fixed healing periods were 
considered (see Table 4). The same supply pressure was used for all experiments.  

The results of the Group 2 tests are presented in Section 5.2. 

 

4.  DAMAGE-HEALING MODEL AND HEALING INDICES 

4.1 Damage-healing model 
When considering the findings from experiments on self-healing cementitious materials, it is useful to be 
able to interpret the results in the light of a constitutive damage-healing model. A number of such models 
were discussed in [3] (e.g. [63-65]) and a general form of damage-healing model was suggested. When 

b a 

Fig.  5. Direct tension tests: (a) schematic of testing arrangement and (b) photo of a specimen in the testing rig 
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applied to the normal response of a ‘crack-plane’, or cohesive zone [66], this model may be represented by 
equation (1). 

The term ‘damage’ is used because the model was developed from damage mechanics principles [3]. In 
general, cracking is only one possible type of damage but in this paper the term damage is only associated 
with macro and micro cracking. A ‘crack-plane’ [67] is defined as the mid-surface of a narrow band of 
material that contains a macro-crack or a number of micro-cracks. The width of the band is equated to the 
thickness (wb) of the fracture process zone [68], which may be taken as 3 times the size of the maximum 
aggregate size, when applied to concrete or mortar. The area of the crack-plane is assumed to be sufficiently 
large to represent the characteristic behaviour of the cementitious material under consideration. The elastic 
normal stiffness of this band (K) is then equal to E/wb, where E denotes Young’s modulus. 

In this model, the mean stress across the crack-plane comprises two components, which are represented by 
the two terms on the right-hand-side of equation 1. The first component is associated with the undamaged 
(or virgin) material (v). The second component accounts for the stress transferred across the healed 
component of material (h), which may re-damage. The relationship is cast in terms of the relative normal 
displacement across the crack-band (u) and the normal stress component ( ), as follows; 

  𝜎 = 𝜎 + 𝜎 = (1 − 𝜔) 𝜎  +  𝜔 h (1 − 𝜔 )𝜎  

             = (1 − 𝜔) K u +  𝜔 h (1 − 𝜔 ) 𝐾 (𝑢 − 𝑢 )    (1) 

in which,  is the scalar damage variable, which lies in the range 0 (no damage) to 1 (fully damaged); h 
represents the portion of damaged material that has been healed; uh denotes a ‘healing’ relative-
displacement, which is the crack opening displacement at the time healing takes place; h is the scalar re-
damage variable; and ve and he are the stresses on the undamaged parts of the virgin and healed 
components of material respectively. 

The inelastic components of u and (u- uh) are denoted udam and uredam respectively, which are given by the 
following relationships; 𝑢 = 𝑢 − 𝑢    (2a)  and  𝑢 = 𝑢 − 𝑢 − 𝑢    (2b) 

in which uel =  / K 

The damage evolution functions (equations 3a and 3b), that define   and h, depend on the maximum 
values of the inelastic relative displacements, which are denoted by damage parameters  and h 
respectively. 𝜔(𝜁) = 1 − ⋅ 𝑒   (3a)  and 𝜔 (𝜁 ) = 1 − ⋅ 𝑒    (3b) 

in which ft is the tensile strength; m is the relative-displacement at the effective end of the softening curve 
[67] and c1 (=5) is a softening constant. 

The softening function was originally derived from a strength decay function () [69] such that;  𝜎 = 𝑓  𝜙 = (1 − 𝜔) K u   for uut       (4) 

which, noting that ut is defined by 𝑢 = , leads to;   𝜙(𝜁) = 1 − 𝜔(𝜁)            (5) 

Here, the effective end of the fracture damage evolution functions (3a and 3b) are defined in terms of m 
and mh but these may alternatively be expressed in terms of the virgin and healed fracture energies 
parameters, Gf and Gfh respectively, which are defined by; 𝐺 = ∫ 𝜎  d𝜁  (6a)  and   𝐺 = ∫ 𝜎  d𝜁    (6b) 
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The authors considered that there was value in generalising equation (1) to a notched beam situation in an 
empirical manner. A justification for this equation and the dependent functions are given in Appendix A. The 
phenomenological equation proposed is as follows; 

 𝑃 = 1 − 𝜔  K  u  + 𝜔  h 1 − 𝜔  𝐾  𝑢 − 𝑢      (7) 

in which P is the central point load on a beam loaded in three-point bending (see Fig. 3); u  is a 
representative displacement (i.e. central deflection or crack mouth opening displacement); K  is the initial 
linear slope of the P v u  curve, and is determined from the experimental response; the damage and healing 
variables, with subscript , are the generalised scalar variables that relate to the specific beam test under 
consideration.   

4.2 Relationship between healing indices and the healing parameters 
Homma et al. [70] proposed a healing index of the form shown in equation (8) and this healing (or recovery) 
index has also been adopted by other investigators [44,71]; 𝐻 =             (8) 

in which the average uniaxial stress terms (i) are defined in Fig. 6 and it is noted that 1 = ft. 

 
Fig.  6. Typical damage-healing-redamage response in uniaxial tension 

Assuming that damage continues in the virgin part of the material during the reloading phase (i.e. from 
points 2 to 3), a more logical definition of H would use 3c in place of 2 in equation (8). The challenge of 
this approach is that a control curve is needed that is fully consistent with the damage-healing curve. Control 
curves are available for all of the test series undertaken in the present study, but due to the statistical 
variation of concrete these will always depart from the theoretical control curve associated with the test 
under consideration. Since the amount of virgin damage that occurs between points 2 and 3 on the graph is 
usually negligible, the definition given in equation (8) will be adopted for tests with fixed-crack healing 
periods. However, when considering processes in which damage and healing occur simultaneously, this 
assumption is no longer reasonable and therefore equation (9) will be used for these cases. It is 
acknowledged that indices computed from equation (9) are affected by the aforementioned statistical 
variation in behaviour;  𝐻 =             (9) 

in which 𝜎  and 𝜎  are defined in Fig. 6 

The indices defined in equations (8) and (9) relate to strength recovery but a stiffness recovery index is also 
defined as follows; 𝐻 =             (10) 

in which K is the initial (pre-cracked) slope of the response curve and 𝐾represents the slope from points 2 to 
3, as illustrated in Fig. 6 

 

u 

1 
3 

2 

u1 u2 u3 
3c 

g 
gc 

Slope K 
Slope K 

Slope K2 
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The question then arises of how these healing indices relate to the healing parameter (h). Considering first 
the stiffness index; using the theoretical terms from equation (1) in equation (10) leads to the following 
expression for HK; 𝐻 = ( )   K ( )( ) = ℎ                       (11) 

It may be seen that the stiffness healing index defined in (10) is consistent with the healing parameter (ℎ ). 

Undertaking the same process for the strength healing index, gives the following; 𝐻 = ( ) = ( ) ℎ                      (12) 

in which 𝛥𝑢 = 𝑢 − 𝑢  and the strength of the healed material is related to the change of stress in the 
healed proportion of material in the reloading step i.e. 𝑓 = 𝐾𝛥𝑢. 

When a fully healed crack has the same strength as the virgin material and the crack is fully formed at the 
time of healing (i.e.  = 1 and  = 0), then H  would be equal to h. 

Some authors report filling indices [72], which provide a measure of the relative area of a crack that is filled 
with healing agent. This is straight forward to determine from experimental observations when the crack is 
filled with healing products that are weaker than the parent material and when re-cracking occurs in the 
same plane as the original crack. It is much more difficult to determine when the healed zone is stronger 
than the original material. In the latter case, re-cracking tends to occur in a different location from the first 
crack [6]. However, if it is assumed that the re-cracked material has the same average strength as the virgin 
material and all of the agent that fills a crack cures fully, then 𝐻  has the same value as the filling index. 

 

5. RESULTS  

This section now presents the results from the two groups of tests. 

5.1. Group 1 tests on beam specimens with fixed healing periods (SF1-SF3); varying crack opening rates 
(S01-S04) and varying CA supply pressures (SP1-SP4). 

The load v CMOD and load v LVDT responses of a typical control specimen are shown in Figs. 7a and 7b 
respectively. The specimen exhibits the classical post-peak softening response of a notched plain concrete 
specimen [73]. The characteristics of the load-CMOD and load-LVDT responses are very similar and thus from 
this point onwards, only load-CMOD responses will be shown in this paper for the Group 1 beam tests; 
however, all of the data gathered are presented in the PhD thesis of Selvarajoo [62] and are available at M4L 
[74]. 

 
Fig.  7. (a) Load v CMOD and (b) load v central deflection responses for control specimens at a CMOD rate of 

0.0005mm/s 

5.1.1 Tests on beam specimens with fixed healing periods (SF1-SF3) 
Fixed healing period beam tests were conducted with healing periods from 2 to 60 minutes, but the results 
changed by an indistinguishable amount after 5 minutes and so here only the 2, 5 and 10 minutes healing 
period results are presented.  The load v CMOD responses, given in Figs. 8a-c, show that the post-healed 
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peak load exceeded the pre-healed peak load in all cases. The results showed a modest increase of healing 
index from 2 to 5 minutes although the responses suggest that healing was substantially complete (~88%) 
within the first two minutes. 

Each graph also includes the results from a numerical computation undertaken with the model described in 
Section 4 and Appendix A. The model was calibrated to the experimental responses, but the same 
parameters were used for all simulations except the degree of healing parameter (h), which was assumed 
to vary with healing time. The calibrated parameters are given in Table 5. The strength decay parameters 
used were c1=5, m=14, at=0.5, mh=18 and ath=0.5. 

Table 5. Model parameters 
Series / 
healing time 

CMOD 
at healing 

mm 

Pt 

(kN) 
Pth 

(kN) 
K 

(kN/mm) 
um 

(mm) 
umh 

(mm) 
HK, h H Gfv 

N/mm 
Gfh 

N/mm 

SF1 / 120s 

SF2 / 300s 

SF3 / 600s 

 

0.15 

 

6 

 

6 

 

666.67 

 

0.45 

 

0.45 

0.875 

0.9 

0.925 

1.02 

1.05 

1.08 

0.107 

 

0.094 

 

A clear trend in all of the test results is that the post-healed softening branch of the load-CMOD curves is 
steeper than the corresponding pre-healed response, which is consistent with the fracture energy of the 
healed material being lower than that for virgin material (see Table 5).  The model predictions suggest that 
the effective degree of healing was between 0.875 and 0.925. An attempt was made to confirm these 
proportional healing figures with visual observations, but the re-cracked areas were difficult to measure 
because, as explained below, re-cracking generally occurred in a different location from the first crack. Also, 
in some areas, a reaction between CA and the cementitious compounds resulted in brown deposits on the 
crack surface, as may be seen in Figure 13, but in other areas, clear cured CA was visible on the crack surface 
after the test; however, the latter is difficult to distinguish from a photograph. It was concluded that the 
most reliable way to determine the effective degree of healing for the current healing system was from the 
response curves.  

The tensile strength of cured CA is quoted as being 21MPa, which is considerably stronger than the tensile 
strength of the concrete (3.4MPa) (see Section 2.2). This implies that a specimen will not re-crack directly 
through the cured healing-agent but rather will re-crack adjacent to the healed zone. However, as pointed 
out by Joseph et al. [6], this interface zone isn’t formed only of plain concrete, since the CA permeates into 
the microcracked zone adjacent to the macro crack (see Fig. 9), cures and creates a cementitious-polymer 
composite with a higher strength than the original material.    

A secondary trend is evident, which is that the load reduces noticeably during the fixed crack opening 
healing period and then that the CMOD readings initially reverse when loading restarts. This response may 
be associated with short-term creep and/or the effects of the pressurised healing-agent flowing into the 
crack. 

The CMOD provides a measure of the crack opening near the lower surface of the specimen. When full (or 
near full) healing occurs, the post-healed crack width is relative to the crack-opening at healing. Thus, for the 
present case, which had a crack opening of 0.15mm during the healing period and a final CMOD of 0.4mm, 
the near surface crack opening at the end of these healing tests would have been 0.25mm. 
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Fig.  8. Load v CMOD responses for different healing periods: (a) 120 seconds, (b) 300 seconds and (c) 600 seconds 

 
Fig.  9. Photo of an SF test specimen showing the primary crack and CA on the surface 

5.1.2 Test with different varying crack opening rates (SO1-SO4) 
Results from the tests with different CMOD rates are presented as load v CMOD and healing index v CMOD 
responses in Figs. 11a-d and 12a-d respectively. In addition, a comparison of control specimen responses 
with different CMOD rates is presented in Fig. 10. By comparing the results of the healing tests with those of 
the corresponding control specimens, it is clear that significant healing occurred in all cases. However, the 
responses are very different from those of the fixed healing (SF) tests (Figs 8a-c) in three ways; (i) the post-
healed peak loads are significantly lower than those of the SF tests; (ii) the post-healed responses exhibit 
lower average rates of softening; and (iii) the post-healed responses exhibit multiple peaks (for nearly all 
specimens). It is believed that these SH responses indicate that multiple healing-damage events occurred, 
and that damage and healing progressed simultaneously. 

The graphs in Fig. 11a-d show considerable variability both within the test sets and between sets, and it is 
noticeable that the responses become smoother as the CMOD rate increases. This latter trend is attributed 
to the fact that, as the CMOD rate increases, so does the rate at which healed material is restressed. 
Therefore, each component (or elemental area) of healed material reaches the re-damage threshold more 
quickly and the relative area of healed material that has reached this threshold is less. This results in smaller 
‘jumps’ in the response due to re-healing and re-damage. 

Healing is judged relative to the associated control specimen, but it is known that the rate of loading affects 
the fracture softening response of plain concrete [73], with the post-peak response being apparently more 
ductile and the peak strength increasing with loading rate. This trend is exhibited in the present data. Since 
healing indices are computed relative to the associated control tests (i.e. those with matching CMOD rates), 
these indices are rate appropriate and can be used to validate a rate dependent healing model. It is noted 
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that the fracture rate effect for plain concrete can be readily taken into account in a fracture model, as 
described in reference [73]. 

The CMOD value at which the response of the healed specimens starts to depart significantly from that of 
the control specimen varies between the different tests. There is no clear pattern to this behaviour but it is 
apparent that the crack needs to reach a certain threshold before the CA is transported into the crack and 
that there is a lag in time from when the agent first flows into the crack to the point at which appreciable 
healing begins. It is estimated that the threshold CMOD for CA transport is between 0.03mm and 0.05mm. 

In addition, there is a tendency for CA ‘pipes’ to form in supply channels. Evidence from the tests suggests 
that the thickness of the pipe walls remains negligible during the tests, but if a specimen is left for a number 
of days, the formation of this CA ‘pipes’ becomes clear, as illustrated in Fig. 13.  

Unlike the fixed healing period tests, there is no clear definition of the clear crack opening in the present 
continuous tests in which re-healing and re-cracking occur simultaneously. The fact that healing continues 
until the end of these tests suggests that there are areas in which healed material bridges between the crack 
faces.       

 
Fig.  10. Response of beam control specimens at different CMOD rates (mm/s) 

 
Fig.  11. Load v CMOD responses at CMOD rates of (a) 0.0002mm/s (b) 0.0005mm/s (c) 0.001mm/s and (d) 0.002mm/s 
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Fig.  12. SO series healing indices at CMOD rates of (a) 0.0002mm/s, (b) 0.0005mm/s, (c) 0.001mm/s and (d) 0.002mm/s 

  
Fig.  13. The formation of CA ‘pipe’ (circled) 

 

5.1.3 Tests with varying CA supply pressures (SP1-SP4). 
The load v CMOD responses from the tests with different supply pressures are shown in Fig. 14a-d.  From 
these graphs it is apparent that least healing was observed in the tests that relied solely on capillary tension 
to transport the healing-agent into the crack (i.e. the 0-bar case) and the greatest healing in the specimens 
for which the supply pressure was 0.3 bar. At higher pressures, there was a tendency for the CA to flow out 
of the sides of the crack, which implies that the body of healing fluid in the crack was in flux and therefore 
less likely to cure. From these tests, it would appear that the optimum supply pressure lies between 0.3 and 
0.5 bar.  The authors believe that in a more constrained situation (e.g. in a cracked specimen with sealed 
surfaces), maximum healing would be exhibited at a higher delivery pressure, since the flux level within the 
body of healing agent would be reduced.  

Another notable characteristic in these test data is that the CMOD (and time) at which measurable healing 
commences reduces as the delivery pressure increases (see Fig. 15a-d). This is believed to be because 
pressurised liquid will flow through a smaller opening (crack) than unpressurised liquid. 
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Fig.  14. Load v CMOD responses at CA supply pressures of (a) 0 bar, (b) 0.3 bar, (c) 0.5 bar and (d) 1.0 bar 

 
Fig.  15. SP series healing recoveries at pressures of (a) 0 bar, (b) 0.1 bar, (c) 0.3 bar, (d) 0.5 bar and (e) 1.0 bar 

 

5.2 Group 2 tests (Series DT1 and DT2) 
Attention is now turned to the results of the direct tension tests.   

The upper platen of the loading rig (see Fig. 5b) has the freedom to rotate and in some tests CMOD and LVDT 
readings became different from one another, which indicates appreciable rotation of the upper platen. For 
this reason, both LVDT and CMOD results are presented for the direct tension tests. 

The deep notches result in the formation of a single primary crack, as illustrated in Fig. 16. However, the 
softening response is strongly affected by how the cracks from the notches on opposing faces propagate and 
join. If there is a significant offset (e.g. 20mm) between the propagation lines of the opposing cracks, there 
tends to be a step in the load-displacement response when the cracks come together. By contrast, when the 
cracks from the two edges are closely aligned, the response tends to be smoother. In some test responses 
there is an unloading-reloading cycle in the softening phase, which occurs when the rate of crack formation 
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exceeds the response rate of the feedback loop; however, such cycles are not considered to invalidate the 
test provided that the softening branch is regained. The contrasting responses are illustrated in Fig. 17, 
which shows results from three different control tests, each of which exhibit one of the aforementioned 
characteristics (i.e. smooth (C1) response, response with a step (C2) and an unloading-reloading cycle (C3)).  

 
Fig.  16. Final crack pattern of a DT control specimen 

 

 
Fig.  17. Load v CMOD and load v LVDT responses for the control specimens showing C1, a smooth response, C2, a 

response with a step and C3, an unloading-reloading cycle. 

The responses from the DT series of tests, which had healing CMODs of 0.1mm (DT1 to 3) and 0.2mm (DT4 
to 6) respectively, are presented in Figs. 18a-f and 19a-f respectively. The stress (σ) is defined as the load (P) 
divided by the ligament area (5000mm2) and is plotted as a function of CMOD (mm) and LVDT (mm). The 
fixed healing periods for each test set varied from 0 to 600s for DT1 to 3 and 0s to 1200s for DT4 to 6. The 
DT6 set of tests, with a healing period of 1200s, was undertaken after the other tests because it was 
apparent that the healing-agent had not fully cured in 600s tests with a crack opening of 0.2mm. In the tests 
labelled ‘0s’ (i.e. DT1 and DT4), loading was paused when the requisite CMOD had been reached but 
restarted as soon as the CA had flowed into the specimen and the meniscus in the delivery tubes had 
stabilised, which took between 7 to 10s. Also, it is estimated that some CA reached the crack less than 1s 
from the release time. Thus, the ‘0s’ test should be considered more like a 10s test, albeit that the quantity 
of CA in the crack would have been variable in this period.      

Results from numerical simulations using the constitutive model described in Section 4 are also presented on 
the graphs. The calibrated parameters used for each simulation are shown in Table 6. As for the beam model 
simulations, the parameters were fixed for all test sets except for the healing parameter h, which was 
assumed to varying with the healing period. 
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Table 6. Model and computed parameters 

Series / 
healing 
time  

CMOD at 
healing 
(mm) 

ft 

(N/mm2) 
fth  

(N/mm2) 

K 
(N/mm3) 

um 
(mm) 

 umh 
(mm) 

H h¸HK Gfv 
(N/mm) 

Gfh 
(N/mm) 

DT1/0s  
DT2/60s 
DT3/300s 

0.1  
3.75 

 
3.75 

 
535.71 

 
0.2 

 
0.4 

0.46 
0.47 
0.48 

0.43 
0.44 
0.45 

0.176 0.326 

DT4/0s 
DT5/60s 
DT6/1200
s 

0.2  
3.75 

 
3.75 

 
535.71 

 
0.2 

 
0.4 

0.2 
0.21 
0.27 

0.2 
0.21 
0.27 

0.176 0.326 

 

 
Fig.  18. Load v CMOD and load v LVDT responses of DT specimens with 0.1mm crack opening for healing periods of         

(a-b) 0 seconds, (c-d) 60 seconds and (e-f) 600 seconds 

Comparing the results of the 0.1mm tests (DT1-3) with the 0.2mm tests (DT4-6), shows that significantly 
more healing occurred in the former. This is evident from the increase in respective healing indices as well as 
from the associated healing parameter values in Table 6. 

In both test series, the initial slope of the reloading response curves (i.e. the response immediately following 
the healing period) increases with the length of the healing period. However, there is not a corresponding 
increase in the peak post-healing loads. Also, these reloading response curves show a greater degree of 
nonlinearity when the healing period is shorter.  Only the final set of tests in each series (i.e. DT3 and DT6) 
had responses close to those of the numerical model. The apparently more ductile response of the tests with 
shorter healing periods is assumed to indicate that in these tests (i.e. DT1-2 and DT4-5) a significant 
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proportion of the healing-agent was only partially cured, and that re-healing and re-damage processes were 
happening simultaneously during the final loading stage. 

The fact that the peak post-healed loads did not increase in the same proportion to the reloading stiffness 
suggests that the proportion of the crack that is healed by fully cured agent is lower than the total area 
affected by the healing-agent. This leads to the conclusion that in some areas of the crack the CA did not 
stabilise and cure. This trend increases as the crack opening increases. 

Visual observations during and after the tests show that re-cracking, after healing, occurred in a slightly 
different location from the primary crack, as illustrated in Fig. 20a. This is consistent with the findings of 
Joseph et al. [6]. 

 

 
Fig.  19. Load v CMOD and load v LVDT responses of DT specimens with 0.2mm crack opening for healing periods of         

(a-b) 0 second (c-d) 60 seconds and (e-f) 1200 seconds 
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Fig.  20. (a) Final crack pattern of a representative SH specimen and (b) re-cracked surface after the test.  

The degrees of healing in both sets of DT tests are significantly lower than those for the comparable notched 
beam tests, for which the CMOD was 0.15mm. In the notched beam tests, the macro-crack tapers from a 
maximum value at the crack mouth to zero at the crack tip, although the area around the nominal crack tip 
will comprise a network of micro-cracks [68].  

Furthermore, the effectiveness of healing in the beams suggests that when healing-agent flows upwards into 
a tapering vertical crack from a set of delivery channels, the healing-agent stabilises and cures in a more 
effective way than when delivered via three channels into a horizontal uniform crack. In these particular (DT) 
tests, more healing occurred in the specimens with narrower cracks, although the authors would expect a 
more viscous agent to be effective in larger cracks. In general, this finding does not imply that autonomic 
systems are not effective at healing larger serviceability sized macro-cracks (e.g. 0.3-0.5mm), since the 
effectiveness of these systems for such cracks has already been proven in a number of studies (1,5,6,24).   

The amount of healing-agent in the supply reservoir continued to decrease significantly during the healing 
phases, although the rate of reduction reduced over time. Some CA flowed out of the specimen, but a 
significant quantity also flowed into the micro-cracked region that surrounded the macro-crack. It is 
concluded that the viscosity of the CA was too low to achieve a stable body of adhesive across the entire 
crack surface for these crack openings and supply pressure. It also appears that the crack boundary 
conditions, and possibly the orientation of the crack, have a strong influence on the degree of healing. 

The healed material fracture energies displayed in Table 6 are higher than those of the virgin material, which 
is in contrast to the trend found in the SF beam series. We think that this is because simultaneous damage 
and healing progressed in the final loading stages of the DT tests, whereas in the SF series, healing was 
negligible in the final loading stage. This implies that the response in the final loading stage of the DT tests 
was not governed solely by the re-damage response and thus the assumptions used to compute the Gfh 
values are not wholly valid. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND CLOSING REMARKS 
6.1 Summary of findings and conclusions 
New data has been presented on the response of concrete beam and direct tension specimens, with an 
embedded autonomic self-healing system, for a range of load paths. It has been shown that the behaviour of 
specimens subjected to a varying load (with a constant CMOD rate), in which cracking and healing occur 
simultaneously, is in marked contrast to that for a loading path that allows healing to take place under fixed 
crack conditions. The work has also confirmed the benefits of pressurising the healing agent and determined 
the optimum pressure range for a certain type and size of crack. Differences between the healing response 
in tapering beam cracks and uniform cracks in direct tension specimens have been revealed. The effects on 
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the damage-healing behaviour of varying the loading rate and of the crack opening displacement during 
fixed healing periods have also been quantified. The ability of the proposed damage-healing model to 
simulate the behaviour an autonomic self-healing material has been shown.  Relationships between a set of 
mechanical healing indices and the healing parameter in a damage-healing model have been established.   A 
number of specific conclusions have been drawn from this study, as follows: 

i. A vascular system that uses embedded channels to deliver CA to damage zones in concrete gives 
significant healing (30 to 108%) in cracks up to 0.2mm in width, with the healing index exceeding 
100% in beams with a CMOD of 0.15mm and full healing being achieved within 2 to 3 minutes:  

ii. A healed specimen has the same characteristic fracture response as a plain concrete specimen 
although the post-healed fracture energy in fully healed cracks with CA is lower than that of virgin 
cracks: 

iii. Simultaneous cracking and healing occur when specimens are loaded such that the CMOD rate lies 
between 0.0002 and 0.002 mm/s, with the irregularity of the load-CMOD response increasing as the 
CMOD rate reduces: 

iv. Pressurising the healing-agent leads to greater penetration into a crack network and to more 
healing, with the optimum supply pressure for tapering cracks (with a CMOD of 0.15mm) being 
between 0.3 and 0.5 bar: 

v. Whilst the viscosity and curing rate of CA allow combined healing-damage behaviour to be studied in 
short term tests, the low viscosity leads to a significant loss of healing-agent from macro-cracks, 
particularly from horizontal cracks with a nominally uniform opening of 0.2mm or greater: 

vi. The proposed damage-healing model provides a realistic representation of the mechanical 
behaviour of the present SHCM system. 

 

6.2 Closing remarks 
The findings from the two groups of tests provide a substantial body of data on the behaviour of this self-
healing material system, which should prove useful to those developing design or computational models for 
SH material systems. 

There are also a number of findings that should prove helpful to researchers developing healing systems that 
use autonomic healing-agents; particularly those related to the benefits of pressurising the healing-agent, 
the pros and cons of using a low viscosity healing-agent, the challenges of undertaking direct tension tests 
and the nature of simultaneous damage-healing behaviour. 

The healing-agent delivery system has been shown to be a viable means of transporting healing-agents to 
damage zones, but it is acknowledged that reproducing such networks in large-scale civil engineering 
structures would present a considerable challenge.  
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APPENDIX A. A generalised damage-healing model for the flexural behaviour of notched beam tests. 
When considering notched beam fracture-healing tests, such as those described in Section 3.2 it is necessary 
to solve a boundary value problem in order to determine the response of the beam specimen. This may be 
accomplished using, for example, a finite element idealisation of the beam, with an equation of the type 
presented in equation (1) being used to govern the constitutive behaviour at an integration point in the 
model.  

The authors considered that there was value in generalising equation (1) to a notched beam situation in an 
empirical manner. Whilst this leads to an inferior idealisation to one based on the solution of a boundary 
value problem, this phenomenological model does prove a useful aid in characterising and interpreting the 
behaviour of notched beam damage-healing tests. The phenomenological equation proposed is as follows; 𝑃 = 1 − 𝜔  K  u  +  𝜔  h 1 − 𝜔  𝐾  𝑢 − 𝑢      (A1) 

in which P is the central point load on a beam loaded in three-point bending (see Fig. 3); u  is a 
representative displacement (i.e. central deflection or crack mouth opening displacement); K  is the initial 
linear slope of the P v u  curve, and is determined from the experimental response; the damage and healing 
variables, with subscript , are the generalised scalar variables that relate to the specific beam test under 
consideration.   

The damage evolution equations for the generalised damage variables are a modified form of equations 
3a&3b , based on a function given in reference [75], which allow for the fact that the functions represent the 
mean damage through the depth of the cracked (or damage) zone, and because the damage parameters 
now relate to the representative displacement variable u 𝜔 𝜁 = 1 − ⋅ 𝜙  (A2a)    and     𝜔 𝜁 = 1 − ⋅ 𝜙    (A2b) 

in which Pt and Pth are the virgin and healed peak loads respectively and the generalised strength decay 
function is as follows; 

 𝜙 𝜁 =  e ⋅ 𝛽 − 𝑒        (A3) 

in which c1, m and at are model parameters that are calibrated to the experimental data and  is derived 
from the boundary conditions of the function, as explained in reference [72], and is given by the following 
equation; 

 𝛽 = ( )
          (A4) 

The values of the parameters will be given in the results sections. 

The function h takes the same form as equation (A3) except that the variables and constants are the 
healed material counterparts of the virgin material values shown in (A3). 

It is emphasised that this model is not intended to be predictive, it is simply introduced as a tool for aiding 
the interpretation of the notched beam results presented in this paper. A separate paper [50] describes a full 
coupled nonlinear finite element model for these material systems, which does not have the 
aforementioned restrictions. 
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APPENDIX B. Healing agent flow and curing properties  
This appendix provides a summary of the healing-agent flow and curing parameters determined in this study 
and reported in linked paper [51].  

Capillary flow parameters 
The CA capillary flow parameters for the modified Lucas Washburn equation [37] are given in Table B1. 

Table B1. CA capillary flow parameters 𝛾 
(N/m) 

𝜌  
(kg/m3) 

𝜇 
(Ns/m2) 

s 
(rad) 

s 

(-) 
m 

(Ns/m2) 
w 

(m3/Ns) 
0.033 1060 0.004 0.175 0.01 0.55 0.0025 

in which  is the surface tension, h is the density,  is the viscosity, s is the static contact angle, βs is the stick-slip parameter, βm is 
the meniscus frictional dissipation parameter and βw is the wall slip parameter. 

Sorption parameters 
The sorption of CA into a block of concrete through a crack face was measured in a series of tests and the 
response simulated with the following sorption function; 

 ℎ = − √   ⁄⁄ + √  ⁄         (B1) 

in which t is time,  hcap is the capillary rise height, 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐(𝑥) is the complimentary error function, S is the 
sorption coefficient and τ the sorption time parameter.  

From this study, the mean value of S = 0.48 mm/s1/2 with a CoV of 16.67 % and  = 50s.  

Curing front parameters 
It was shown in [51] that a curing front develops and progresses in the body of CA adjacent to a cementitious 
substrate (i.e. concrete crack surface) according to the following equation: 

 𝑧 (𝑡) = 𝑧 1 − 𝑒             (B2) 

where zc is the curing front position, relative to the substrate, zc0 is a critical curing depth and τc is a curing 
time parameter. 

The mean value of zc0 = 1.25 with CoV=16%  and  c = 300s  

Dynamic capillary flow parameters 
The following formula of Bracke et al. [76] was shown to be applicable to the dynamic flow of CA and was 
calibrated using data from a set of dynamic flow tests; 

 𝜃 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 − C (1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 )𝐶         (B3) 

in which 𝜃      is the dynamic contact angle, and the constants 𝐶  and 𝐶  were calibrated to be 0.8621 and 
0.1947 respectively.  

A representation CoV from the four experimental series used to determine C1 and C2 is 10% (See ref [51])  
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